
OneView Dashboard
The Green Boxes

• How things are organized on the dashboard
• How to get from a box to the problem



The dashboard gives you a live overview

All the boxes are green = response time and avalability are fine  

Dashboard



Shelf
This is a shelf

On a shelf you have one or more collections



Collection
This is a collection

In a collection you have systems



System
This is a system

In a system you have ”systems in systems” and/or domains 



Click for info
You can click on the systems

This will open a list of transactions in that system



Transaction
This is a transaction

This system holds 1 domain with 3 transactions



Click here to get information about this transaction

The latest data and what to do in case of problems 

Click for info



Green = OK

Transaction info

The latest data and what to do in case of problems 

The latest data

Data sources. Data for each
transaction may come from 
several sources

Info about
this
transaction. 
Here you may
link to your
Wiki system

Info about what
to do in case of 
problems       

Click for graph

Thresholds set on the 
transaction are listed here



A 24 hour graph

This is the average response time in each minute during 24 hours

Average Response time (blue)
In this example below 1 second
most of the time

Availability (red). In this example
100% each minute during 24 hours

Transactions pr minut (green). In this example about
2000 trasactions each minute in peak hour



Same 24 hour graph but now with the maximum response time added

Use this view if you want to tune for better response time  

Average Response time (blue)
In this example below 1 second
most of the time

Maximum response time (magenta)
In this example above 10 seconds most 
of the time



Same graph but now the maximum response time is 60 seconds

Average Response time (blue)
It looks OK but remember to 
check maximum response time

It turns out that the maximum response
time (magenta) is more that 60 seconds
several minutes that day


